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Introduction
This booklet details a number of enhancements to Full-Time, released in October 2012, in addition to
the separate guides for the New Advanced Scheduler, Other Fixtures and New Cup Wizard. Each
enhancement is shown with a reference to the fuller guides, and it is our intention to consolidate and
rewrite these User Guides during 2012.
These enhancements, along with the New Advanced Scheduler, Other Fixtures and New Cup Wizard
and Version 3.0 enhancements, are referred to as Version 3.1 of Full-Time. The other Guides which
are current are as follows:Getting Started and Basic Options (Version 2.0) – issued in June 2009
Advanced Options (Version 2.0) – issued in June 2009
Team Administrators Guide (Version 2.0) – issued in October 2009
New Advanced Scheduler (Version 2.1) – issued in June 2010
Other Fixtures (Version 2.1) – issued in January 2011
New Cup Wizard (Version 2.1) – issued in August 2011
Version 3.0 Enhancements (Version 3.0) – issued in July 2012
The full list of enhancements covered within this update, along with their references in the original user
guides (where appropriate), are listed below:-
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Getting Started & Basic Options 2.5 – How to… Create Your Teams
A number of minor adjustments have been made to the Create Teams page to make it easier for
leagues to use:

Full-Time will no longer allow you to create two teams with identical names. Teams should be
unique, with age group identifiers if required (e.g. Old Bloggsonians U12)



The box previously marked as “Division Team Name” has been renamed as “Public Display
Name”. If a name is entered here for a team, then this is the name which will be displayed on
the League Tables, Fixtures and Results tabs for league games, rather than the Team Name
which is shown within the Administration pages.

On the Teams page, the listing of teams which are not within the selected Division are now divided
into two separate sections – “Teams Not in Any Division This Season” (these are teams you may well
wish to “archive” using the Data Archive) and “Teams Not In This Division And But Assigned To
Another Division This Season” (this section now also shows which division these teams have been
entered into).
Getting Started & Basic Options 2.9 – How to… Enter Your Sanction and Competition Details
Note that in Version 3.1, Leagues can no longer update their “Members Services League ID”. This ID
number will now be maintained direct by the Football Association. If you believe this number is
incorrect, please contact your County FA.
Getting Started & Basic Options 2.11 – How to… Auto-Hide League Tables
Version 3.1 allows leagues to make a setting that ensures that the league table for a particular division
is not displayed. This should be used for all divisions where tables should not be published (Under 7
and Under 8 for season 2012-13) but may also be used if the competition doesn’t want a league table
on the home page (e.g. a cup competition using Full-Time, or for other developmental age groups).
The league table is replaced by news items, which appear in its place rather than below.
A warning will appear on Admin Home if you do not have the “Hide Tables” setting enabled for Under
7 and Under 8 Divisions (the same warning appears if the “Hide Results” option is not set.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “League Setup”, “Divisions” and “Edit” the division concerned.
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Step 2: On the “Update Division” page, check the “Hide Table” box and click on “Update”.

On the public display pages of Full-Time, the league table is replaced by your regular news items,
which removes the need for leagues to have a league table which only shows games played. If users
need to access a home page for a particular team, they can do so by clicking on the “Teams” tab,
which will show all teams in the division selected.

Getting Started & Basic Options 3.3 – How to… Update Fixtures
Note that if the “Fixture Note” is populated, and the “Display Note” box is ticked, then the fixture note
now appears on the public fixture pages of the website.

Getting Started & Basic Options 7.3 – How to… Assign Referees to Fixtures
Note that if a referee is selected individually on the public pages of Full-Time, then by default all of
their appointments for the current season are shown.
Getting Started & Basic Options 8.2 – How to… Check SMS Message Traffic
The display of incoming SMS messages now shows which team (using the short code) the team
administrator is associated with.
Getting Started & Basic Options 8.4 – How to… Approve Results for Publication
The screen which displays the results logged (via SMS text message or logged into Full-Time)
accessed via the “History” or “Conflicts” tab within the Results pages now shows which team(s) an
administrator is from.
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Getting Started & Basic Options 8.6 – How to… Submit SMS Results for Cup Games
The “SMS cup format” is also used for all “Other Fixtures” (in most cases, “Other Fixtures” are used for
cup games – if the game is not a cup game, then the user can simply report it the same way as any
other fixture which is completed after normal time).
Getting Started & Basic Options 10.1 – How to… Create a Notice
Note that the notices created now fill the summary notice box with text on the public display pages
(previously only the first 37 characters were shown, even if space was available for more). Also, if a
notice is updated, the date shown on the public pages is updated accordingly.
Getting Started & Basic Options 10.4 – How to… Create a Sponsored Notice
Full-Time includes the option to set one of your notices to be a “Sponsored Notice”, which means that
it will be displayed more prominently on your website, and can also include a hyperlink to an external
website (e.g. a league sponsor).
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, go to “Notices” and edit the notice required. On the Edit Notice page,
check the “Sponsored” box.

On the “Home” page of your Full-Time website, this notice will be shown above the league table,
rather than underneath, making it more prominent. Remember that you can also include a picture as
part of these news items (using the image/document link), so you can include a sponsor logo if you
wish, and you may wish to include a Direct Link to a sponsor’s website.

Getting Started & Basic Options 10.5 – How to… Create a Direct Link Notice
Full-Time includes the option to set each notice to be a “Direct Link” notice. If a Direct Link is set for a
notice, then when it is viewed and clicked on from “Home” the user will be taken direct to the external
website, rather than the News section of Full-Time. This only occurs when viewing the notice from the
Home tab, within the News tab the user is taken to the news item concerned.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, go to “Notices” and edit the notice required. On the Edit Notice page, if
you wish to add a “Sponsored Direct URL” you may do so by entering the details of the website you
wish to redirect to in the “Direct URL” box. If you enter a website here (remember to include the http://)
then if anyone clicks on the notice from the “Home” tab, or the picture with the notice, then they’ll open
up a new browser window with the website specified.
Remember that you can also include a picture as part of these news items (using the image/document
link), so you can include a sponsor logo if you wish, and you may wish to set a news item as a
Sponsor Notice to make it more prominent.
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Getting Started & Basic Options 11.2 – How to… Create a Player
The “Update Person” page has been updated, so that Date of Birth and FA Number are now shown at
the top of the screen (we recommend you include players’ FA Numbers if you know of them).
In addition, if the data is available, Full-Time will show when the player was first entered into Full-Time
(this date will be available for all players who have been entered after the launch of Version 3.1, but
for players entered before October 2012, a date will only be available for about 1 in 3 players – if the
date is not known, it will be shown as “unavailable”).

Note also that in Version 3.1, the default settings for Team Administrators no longer allow them the
functionality to “Create People” within their Teams. If leagues wish to allow clubs to create players
themselves, they will need to enable this option (via “League Setup”, “League Options” and “Roles and
Security”.

Getting Started & Basic Options 11.3 – How to… Transfer (or Re-Register) Players
The functionality of this page has not been changed, but the title has been changed to “Transfer
Registrations” and the wording updated to make it clear that dates have to be provided for closing the
old registration, and opening up the new registration for a player (assuming a new registration is being
opened).
Getting Started & Basic Options 11.5 - How to… View Player Registrations
On fixture pages, “Players Available” has been retitled “Players Registered”. We have also added a
note reminding people that registered players may be ineligible because of suspensions, and they
should check County FA/Members Services records for these.
In addition, the team home pages now include a “Players” tab, which shows all players currently
registered for a team (note the difference between this page and a fixture page – the fixture page
shows players registered on the date of the game concerned, the team home page shows players
registered on the current date).
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Getting Started and Basic Options 12.2 – How to… Select Statistics to Record
In Version 3.1, Player Statistics can now be set as “Inactive”. Note that if a player statistic is set as
inactive, and a user subsequently enters a statistics entry screen for a match for which that player
statistic was used, then if they save the screen any “inactive” statistics will be deleted. We recommend
that leagues only make player statistics “inactive” at the start of a new season, and “lock” previous
seasons – this will prevent anyone accessing and updating statistics from those earlier games.
To set a player statistic as “inactive”, go to “Admin Home”, “Results/Stats” and “Stat Setup”. Each
statistic is listed, along with a tick box showing whether it is active.

Advanced Options 4.4 – How to… Approve Player Registration
When a player is registered on Full-Time using the “Register Players” link (this may be used if leagues
permit Team Administrators to log registration requests) then the date and time at which the
registration was requested is now shown when the league approves the player registration.

Advanced Options 4.6 – How to… Set Age Criteria for Players (Divisions & Cups)
The facility to set age criteria has now been extended to Cup Competitions and Other Fixture groups.
Important: an important change has been made to the screens whereby leagues can set up age
criteria for players – instead of defining an age band (e.g. 6 to 7 years) the setting is now made
according to the date of birth of players (e.g. for a player to play at Under 7 level for season 2012-13
they must have been born between 1st September 2005 and 31st August 2006). These dates can
either be input directly (dd/mm/yyyy is the format) or using the date picker on the screen.

This page can be accessed via the “People Wizard”, “Age Conflicts” and “Settings” or via “League
Setup”, “Divisions”, “Edit” and the “Age Limitation” link at the bottom of the “Update Division” page. If
age bands have been set for divisions, then these will be automatically converted, but note that the old
age bands were based on start of season dates, rather than 31st August, so they may need amending.
Dates will not be set for cups and other fixtures, leagues will need to add these if required. We
recommend leagues check all dates for their Age Settings
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Advanced Options 5.1 – How to… Register Team Sheets
The “Team Sheet Wizard” pages have now been amended, so that the boxes for “Started”, “Bench”
and “Bench Unused” all now appear on the first page, which should allow users to record their starting
lineups on one single screen.
In addition, the “Appearances” statistic on the public pages has now been updated. A player will now
be credited with one appearance if any of the statistics for “Started”, “Bench”, “Subbed On” or “Rolling
Sub On” are recorded for a particular match. If more than one of these is recorded (including a player
being used as a Rolling Sub more than once) only one appearance will be recorded.
Note the following for these “appearance” statistics:Started – identifies that a player began the game on the field of play
Bench – identifies that a player began the game on the bench, but did come on to play
Bench Unused – identifies that a player began the game on the bench, and did not come on to play
Subbed On – identifies that a player came on, and replaced a player specified by Subbed Off. The
time of the substitution can be recorded if required.
Rolling Sub On – identifies that a player came on as a “rolling/repeat” substitute.
Individual leagues/teams may determine how they wish to record substitutions.
Advanced Options 8.6 - How to… Change/Verify Your Email Address
In Version 3.1, all Full-Time users who login to the system are asked to verify their email address (this
confirms you have input the email address correctly) and users can also change their email address.
You will be asked to verify your email address only once, unless you choose to skip the verification, or
change your email address.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, select “Email/Password” (if you don’t have a verified Email address, you
will be taken to this section when you log in).
Step 2: To verify your email address, simply click on the “To send a verification email, please click
here” link. Full-Time will send an email to your email address, and you can click on the appropriate link
to verify your email address. If you do not receive the verification email, then check that your email
address is correct within Full-Time, and check your spam filters, in case the verification email has
been sent there.
Step 3: To change your email address, simply enter the new email address in the box shown (you will
be asked to enter it twice, to confirm your email address) and click on “Change Email Address”. Your
email address on Full-Time will be updated, and the verification email sent to you.

Advanced Options 8.7 - How to… Accept Terms and Conditions
In Version 3.1, Full-Time users are asked to accept our standard Terms and Conditions when they log
into Full-Time. You will only be asked to accept our Terms and Conditions when you first log in, when
you change your email address, or at the start of a new season (the first log in after 1st August).
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Advanced Options 8.8 - How to… Contact the Full-Time Help Desk
In Version 3.1, the Contact Helpdesk link has been moved to within the administration pages, so that
only logged in users can contact the Full-Time Helpdesk. The Full-Time Helpdesk is intended to
provide technical support for users, and should not be used for general FA enquiries, which can be
directed to County FA’s, or via TheFA.com. It can only be accessed by users who have verified their
email addresses – without a verified email address, we cannot reply to any queries!
Advanced Options 12.2 – How to… Set the Current (Default) Season
When a new season is created, this includes the option to make it the default season. This can also be
done direct via the Seasons page, which now includes links to make valid seasons the default season.
Note that a locked or hidden season cannot be set as the current season.

Advanced Options 16.1 – How to… Enable Respect Marking and/or Sporting Marks
The “Team Marks Setup” page now includes facility for leagues to hide “Sporting Marks” entry from
the statistics pages – many leagues may wish to stop using Sporting Marks because they are
replacing them with the Respect Marking scheme.

Advanced Options 16.2 – How to… Create New Team Questions
Note: the restriction on users having to answer Team Questions before they can proceed to the Player
Screen is limited to Team Administrators only – league administration roles will be able to access the
Player Statistics section without Team Questions (and Respect Marking) having been completed.
Advanced Options 16.9 - How to… Download Respect Marks
In Version 3.1, we have added a Respect Download, allowing users to get a summary of Respect
Marks and averages, for all teams or clubs within their league.
Step 1: From “Admin Home”, click on “Downloads” and select “Respect Team/Club Marks Download”.

Step 2: The Respect Team/Club Mark Download allows you to download a summary of the marks
awarded by clubs. You may select the season, the fixture group (all is an option), a particular club or
team (all are options) and specify date ranges.
In addition, you should specify whether the marks to be downloaded are grouped by club (all teams
within the club will be combined) or by team.
Once you have selected your options, click on “Download”.
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The download produced is a CSV (Comma Separated Value) file, which can be opened by any
spreadsheet software (e.g. Excel). The clubs (or teams) are listed in the first column.
For the five questions which require a mark to be given there are three columns – the number of
marks awarded, the total of those marks and the average of those marks.
For the two questions which simply require a Yes/No to be given, there are four columns – the number
of times the question was answered, the number of times the answer was Yes, the number of times
the answer was No, and the percentage of times the answer was Yes.

These marks are provided in “raw data” format, so leagues can cut and paste them, and sort them as
they see fit.
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